10 Essential
Lessons for Easy
Singing

Master your singing voice with these lessons for vocal success.

 This course teaches you how to master the nuances of your voice, whether you are a
beginning or professional singer.
 It teaches how to sing in a way that promotes the longevity of the singing voice.
 Revise your learnings with handy PDFs
 Participate in the videos at the provided opportunities. Make sure you watch
somewhere you can sing!
 The lessons in this course can take anywhere from weeks to years to master, but
getting through the content will not be that long! You can watch again and again
whenever you want a singing lesson with Marion.

Based on research from training thousands of singers, founder of Voiceology, Marion
Rouvas has developed this course to start students on a fast and effective beginning to
mastering voice production. Using The 10 Essential Lessons for Easy Singing students are
able to improve their vocal range, tonal quality and power of the voice with
astounding speed.
"All they have to do is follow the lessons - and the vocal exercises will do the rest", says
Marion.
A unique program where you not only sing, but you have someone to guide you
through the lessons vocally, so you can't go wrong!
Many students have tried and tested these exercises and one of the most exciting
benefits they have discovered is their ability to connect registers - a technique which is
sadly neglected in modern-day singers and teachers of today. Marion's technique, when
mastered, will truly blend the voice into one and enable students to sing pop songs of
today with astounding ease as well as many other styles available to them. This is not a
style of teaching. It is a foundation for the voice to provide years of producing great
and consistent performances!

Discover the course curriculum
Lecture 1
 Placing the voice on the Breath
 Learn to master your breathing for flawless control.
Lecture 2
 Connecting Speech and Singing
 Learn to sing as easily as you speak.
Lecture 3
 Maintaining Uniformity of Tone
 Improve the sound quality of your singing voice.
Lecture 4
 Singing with and without Consonants
 Perfect the sound of your vowels for great articulation and consistency.
Lecture 5
 A Gentle Stretch
 Take your singing voice to a new level with this lesson.
Lecture 6
 Head Voice Technique
 Fine-tune your instrument with this singing lesson and exercise.

Lecture 7
 Dipthongs
Lecture 8
 Strengthening Middle Register
Lecture 9
 Tongue and Soft Palate Exercise
Lecture 10
 Staccato Practice
 Improve pitch with this exercise.
Marion Rouvas is the director and founder of Voiceology Australia, author of "10
Essential Lessons For Easy Singing" available online or DVD together with workbook,
CD and also as an ebook to get started.
Marion Rouvas has over 25 years experience in training voices. The name"
Voiceology" came from the very idea that people really need to study their craft to
recognize and reach their true potential. The voice is a very delicate instrument and
needs to be nurtured accordingly!

Whatever your vocal needs Marion has the answer. Professionals have now given her
the title of the true "Voiceologist“
Marion, a seasoned performer herself, began singing at a very young age. In her mid
twenties Marion's voice was already showing signs of exhaustion due to using the
vocal techniques taught by many well-known teachers of her time.
Having surgery to remove the nodules from her vocal cords (a result of bad
technique) was somewhat of a blessing, as Marion then started to do some research of
her own and developed a technique which enabled her to continue her own singing
career without ever having to suffer vocal damage or hoarse throats again.
Marion's very own daughter daughter, Diana Rouvas, is a walking testimony to this
vocal technique. A well established performer who is able to produce the same great
results night after night.
Diana was a finalist in 2012 series of "The Voice" Australia.
Marion believes because we live in a very fast-paced world where people have
become conditioned to quick results. This makes it even more
challenging for the teachers of today where students sometimes have unrealistic
expectations of the voice and the time it can take to reach its true potential!

Based on research from training thousands of singers, Marion developed a program
designed to start students on a fast and effective beginning to mastering voice
production. Suprise yourself with these fast results!
Voiceology Australia now has many teachers available for lessons around Sydney and
northern NSW.
Using The 10 Essential Lessons for Easy Singing students are able to improve their vocal
range, tonal quality and power of the voice with astounding speed. "All they have to do
is follow the lessons - and the vocal exercises will do the rest", says Marion.
WATCH AND LEARN! A unique program where you not only sing, but you have
someone to guide you through the lessons vocally, so you can't go wrong!
Many students have tried and tested these exercises (refer to testimonials) and one of the
most exciting benefits they have discovered is their ability to connect registers - a
technique which is sadly neglected in modern-day singers and teachers of
today. Marion's technique, when mastered, will truly blend the voice into one
and enable students to sing pop songs of today with astounding ease as well as many
other styles available to them. This is not a style of teaching. it is a foundation for the
voice to provide years of producing great and consistent performances!
"Why limit your vocal range?"

10 Essential Lessons For Easy Singing Vocal Exercises Including Demonstrations CD and
Instruction Workbook These voice training lessons will give you a solid start! ... $40
10 complete lessons with the teacher plus .. Order now and receive your FREE instruction
booklet AND practise CD with extended key changes to increase your vocal range.
Includes FREE Postage & Handling Learn at your own pace with No intimidation! These
voice training lessons will give you a solid start! ... $99.00AUD
10 Lessons for $49.95 For the person who is always on the move.Imagine you get to
practise in private with a teacher and student demonstrating to guide you through your
lessons. Access from anywhere in the world. Later on you may want to add the DVD "10
essential Lessons For easy Singing" to your package at a greatly discounted price.

Easy to follow booklet introducing the 10 most essential lessons to start singing. ...
$9.95AUD available as PDF download as well.
Private one-on-one lessons via Skype for one hour getting feedback and specialised
training. $70 per hour

